PHASE-MODULATING THE LATTICE
Our optical setup is shown in Fig. S1 . The lattice shaking is accomplished by sinusoidally varying the phase of the retro-reflected beam. The beam passes through two acousto-optic modulators (AOMs) which, combined, leave the phase unaffected, whereupon it is focused by a mirror, then reflected to pass through the same AOMs again, for a total of four AOM passes [1] . When the AOM frequency is changed, the relative phase of the acoustic waves in the two AOMs changes, leading to variable total phase change on reflection. The sinusoidal modulation of the phase is then done by frequency modulation of the AOM signal. We calibrate the phase modulation by measuring the momentum kick acquired by a step function lattice displacement. A null result occurs for steps which are multiples of 2π, allowing us to calibrate in terms of the lattice spacing.
FIG. S1: Lattice phase modulation setup The lattice beam passes through two AOMs operating at the same frequency (from the same source), passing each AOM twice. The total frequency shift is zero so the return beam can make a lattice with the incoming beam. The lens is positioned so that the AOM frequency can change while maintaining the retroreflection condition. When the AOM frequency changes, a phase shift develops in the beam path between the two AOMs leading to a change of the optical lattice phase.
NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE HYBRIDIZED BAND
The single-particle physics of an atom of mass m in a (1D) time-dependent optical lattice formed by retroreflected light of wavelength λ L is governed by the Hamiltonian
where λ L /2 is the lattice constant, U 0 is the lattice depth, and x 0 (t) is the time-dependent lattice offset. For periodic lattice offsets x 0 (t + τ ) = x 0 (t), the Hamiltonian is characterized by temporally and spatially periodic Floquet states. In analogy with spatially periodic Bloch states, which define momentum only up to an overall lattice momentum, the Floquet states define energy only up to an overall energy E = h/τ , corresponding to the absorption or emission of one quantum of energy at the shaking frequency. To obtain numerical dispersions for this Hamiltonian, we consider only the lowest 21 momentum states around the desired momentum k, that is, k−20k L , k−18k L , . . . , k, . . . , k+18k L , k+20k L , with k L = 2π/λ L . This is more than enough states to describe the lowest band, and similar results are obtained using fewer states. We first compute the time average band structure by diagonalizing the timeaveraged potential H 0 (k) = H(k, t) for each momentum and express the time-dependent
Hamiltonian as H(k, t) = H 0 (k)+H (k, t). We then break this Hamiltonian into 100 discrete time steps and compute the Trotter product of the time evolution operator (with = 1),
Finally we numerically diagonalize U (k, t) to obtain the eigenstates and energies (up a factor τ ). Figure S2 shows the dispersion of the lowest Floquet band with for several shaking amplitudes, and barrier height between the minima of the dispersion. In general, the Floquet bands |k, t n will be periodic time-dependent superpositions of many of the unshaken bands |k 0 n (i.e. the bands obtained with no shaking). However, in our case the band spacing is sufficiently anharmonic that only the lowest two bands are near-resonant for k near k * , and modulation is sufficiently weak that higher order terms are negligible. Therefore, the lowest band |k, t 0 is effectively a superposition of the lowest bare states |k 0 0 and |k 0 1 , that is, 
EFFECTIVE PARAMAGNETIC AND FERROMAGNETIC PHASES
The 1D optical lattice in the z−direction has a lattice depth of U 0 = 7 E R , the 133 Cs atoms at scattering length of 1.4 ∼ 1.9 nm in the lattice are well in the superfluid regime.
The Hamiltonian of the system is given by 
where a † p is the creation operator of a particle with momentum p = (p x , p y , p z ), a p is the annihilation operator of a particle with momentum p, g = 4π 2 a/mV is the coupling constant, V is volume of the system, p = p 2
x +p 2 y 2m + (p z ) is the kinetic energy, and (p z ) is the energy dispersion along the lattice direction.
In the zero or weak modulation regime, the lattice dispersion has one minimum = p 2 z /2m * for low quasi-momenta p z , where the effective mass m * ≥ m is given by the positive curvature of the ground band at p z = 0 where the condensate resides. In the presence of a weak effective magnetic field b = −v, where v is the relative velocity of the atoms to the lattice, the energy minimum is shifted to p z = m * v. The effective magnetization defined as < p z >= m * v shows a paramagnetic susceptibility, given by the effective mass m * . At the critical modulation depth, the band curvature vanishes and the susceptibility diverges.
Near this modulation depth, the dispersion can be approximated by = αp 2 z + βp 4 z , where the parameter α changes sign at the critical modulation depth, and β > 0. This transition is analogous to the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic transition in Landau theory.
Beyond the critical modulation depth the lowest band develops two minima and at sufficiently low temperatures populations in one or both of the minima p = ±(0, 0, k * ) dominate. The two states are admixtures of the same quasi-momentum states in the ground and the first excited bands. Mixing with higher bands are far off-resonant and thus negligible.
Introducing | ↑ = |0, 0, k * and | ↓ = |0, 0, − k * and neglecting small populations in other momentum states, we perform the sum in Eq. (S3) and rewrite the Hamiltonian as
where N σ = a † σ a σ is the population in the |σ state and σ is the associated kinetic energy. In the presence of a weak effective field b = −v, the difference in kinetic energy is ∆E = ↓ − ↑ = 2 k * v and the effective magnetization < p z >= k * for ∆E > 0 and < p z >= − k * for ∆E < 0. The large and macroscopic magnetization in the presence of very small external field suggests a ferromagnetic interaction between the two pseudo-spin states. Equation (S4) and the effective spin Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) of the main text further suggest the ferromagnetic interaction is strong, on the same order as the chemical potential and is much larger than in regular spinor condensates.
In the case of a sample with spatial inhomogeneity (i.e. domains), the kinetic energy term can become significant. To include the spatial dependence, we can expand the dispersion about the minima ±k * to obtain an effective mass m o in the lattice direction and m in the other directions. Using the two-component wavefunction Ψ † = (ψ † ↑ , ψ † ↓ ) and Eq. (S4), we obtain the Hamiltonian
where σ z is a Pauli matrix, and U (x, y, z) is the confining potential of the 3D trap. This
Hamiltonian suggests that excitations in all directions can be generated by the spin interaction.
Initial velocity and effective field
To induce an effective energy imbalance we use controlled initial velocity changes by changing the relative beam powers of the trapping beams, which moves the trap center slightly and alters the initial velocity. The initial velocity changes are quantified by observing the change in momentum of a cloud with no lattice shaking during a series of control experiments taken between successive data shots. Over times much shorter than the trapping frequency, the effective energy imbalance of a given initial velocity can be quantified by performing a Galilean transformation to the atomic reference frame. This modifies the
where v is the initial velocity. For small v this will split the spin states by ± k * v, where ±k * corresponds to the positions of the minima.
Over longer periods this approximation breaks down, but it remains true that initial velocity breaks the symmetry between the two states and transformation provides an approximate energy scale. In addition to the controlled velocity, there is an uncontrolled component of the initial velocity which changes on long timescales (∼5-10 shots), such that several successive shots can be acquired under similar conditions. In order to measure the initial velocity sensitivity as accurately as possible, we have performed several scans under each set of conditions (∼40) and adjusted the 50% point of each scan to zero, essentially re-calibrating the total initial velocity every few shots to factor in the slow variations in laboratory conditions.
By doing this, we estimate and correct for the slowly varying shifts of the initial velocity, as the data points near the transition midpoint are acquired within a time window shorter than the slow variations. To the extent that the midpoint of the transition is characterized by random statistics of the whole sample, this re-calibration could tend to bias us toward a sharper transition by a small amount proportional to the step size of the bias between shots (∼1 nK), because the calibration can reduce some of the true uncertainty about the transi- tion midpoint. However, because the midpoint of the transition involves domain formation, the re-calibration will have a much smaller effect on the transition width, as the region near the midpoint is uniquely identified by simultaneous population of both spin states. To determine the effective temperature, we assume a Boltzmann distribution, where the average momentum M in terms of initial velocity v would be In images taken with 5 ms TOF the domain structure is visible in the center of the image, as portions of the cloud move in opposite directions. On either side of the main cloud are higher momentum Bragg peaks induced by the lattice, which has been abruptly turned off along during the expansion. True in situ images cannot distinguish the domains, while for longer TOF the shape of the domains is distorted too much during the expansion. To leading order atoms in both spin states respond to the lattice shaking with the same phase, so the physical motion (in the lab frame) for either must be the same. If the atoms are released when traveling to the right, the spin-up atoms can have mostly momentum k * , with only small amounts of higher Bragg peaks at k * ±4π/λ L . By contrast, spin-down atoms must have a large fraction at −k * + 4π/λ L in order to be physically moving right. Thus, the relative strength of the center and side two Bragg peaks forms a signature that identifies the spin state of each section of the image. Figure S3 shows a comparison of the theoretically computed Bragg peak weights with the experimentally determined values. Again we note that the computations include only single particle physics with no confinement. We define a threedimensional vector which is proportional to the density at each Bragg peak, ω = (ω −1 , ω 0 , ω 1 ) ( Fig. 3 of the letter) . The vector is defined pixel-wise and is normalized to sum to one.
Using images which can be identified clearly as fully spin-up or spin-down, we determine typical vectors ω ↑ = (0.43, 0.48, 0.09) and ω ↓ = (0.20, 0.71, 0.09). Then when analyzing multi-domain images, we compute the population fraction of different components in each pixel by projecting the vector along the ω ↑ − ω ↓ axis. A histogram of the resulting projection, which we denote as W , is shown in Fig. 3c of the letter. We associate the peaks of this histogram with spin-up and spin-down, and values in between with fractional population according to the value of W . Values of W beyond the histogram peaks are assumed to be fully magnetized. The vectors ω as well as the histogram peaks depend on the phase of the lattice modulation at the TOF release time, and we calibrate both under different experimental conditions. After determining the pixel-wise spin density of a 5 ms TOF image, we shift each image back by the expected travel distance during the TOF (left or right, depending on spin) and reconstruct the number and magnetization densities at the time of release. In a typical case near the center of our cloud, the experimental uncertainty (from all sources) is 4% of the total density. After projecting onto a unit vector on the ω ↑ − ω ↓ axis, we scale up by a factor of 4 to get the fraction of spin up. Our magnetization fidelity is given by the resulting uncertainty in spin fraction of 16%. The resolution of magnetization density is set by the depth-of-focus-limited imaging resolution (1.5 µm), and the expansion and distortion of the domains during TOF. The latter may be estimated by R = µ/mR for short TOFs, where R is the radius of the condensate. For 133 Cs in 5 ms this gives ∆R = 1.5 µm, small compared to our cloud size of 10 µm by 20 µm.
CORRELATION ANALYSIS
In the correlation analysis, we distinguish multi-domain samples as those with a nearly equal amount of population in different states. We choose those where the sum of magnetization divided by the sum of density is smaller than 0.275, where 0.5 is the theoretical value for a fully polarized sample. This corresponds roughly to having less than 77.5% of the sample in the same state. For the analysis of fully magnetized sample, we select images with this ratio larger than 0.305, or more than 80.5% in the same state. Although this threshold may seem low, our determination of the magnetization has associated error, and empirically these numbers correctly distinguish the single-and multi-domain cases.
QUENCH DYNAMICS
To fully investigate the emergence of domains from a single mode condensate, we measure the spatial and momentum distribution of the atoms after a sudden (5 ms) quench across the ferromagnetic transition. Figure S4a shows images at various hold times following the quench and for different TOF, revealing that immediately following the quench the atoms have not yet moved appreciably from their original momentum distribution, and are therefore in unstable equilibrium at zero momentum. Over the course of about 10 ms, the atoms displace from this maximum into the minima on either side in a complex and dissipative manner, eventually completely depopulating the zero momentum state, see Fig. S4a . Note that this occurs faster than the in-plane trap oscillation periods of 50 and 120 ms. The dissipative dynamics indicate that energy must flow into other degrees of freedom, for example the kinetic energy in the transverse (non-lattice) directions. Observation of fast mixing between the spin and motional degrees of freedom demonstrates that our spin-spin interactions are strong and will drive the system towards equilibrium on short timescales.
Given the quantum nature of our magnetic domains, which are characterized by complex order parameters e ik * x Ψ(x) and e −ik * x Ψ(x), where Ψ(x) is the bosonic field operator, we expect spatial interference if they were made to overlap. We do indeed see interference in situ and with 5 ms and 30 ms TOF, at several hold times following a 5 ms quench into the ferromagnetic state. b Spatial power spectrum along the lattice direction from images with 5 ms TOF, averaged over 20 shots. A peak appears at k * = 0.27k L for the first 10 ms. The shaking amplitude was ∆x = 65 nm and the scattering length was 1.9 nm.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
at intermediate times hold times for in situ and 5 ms TOF images. Figure S4b shows the fast Fourier transform of the atomic density averaged over multiple 5 ms TOF images,
showing a peak at wavevector 0.27k L = 0.9k * , where k L = 2π/λ L = 2π/1064 nm is the lattice momentum. This signal, at half the expected wavevector for interference between the two domains, is consistent instead with interference between either domain and the remnant population at zero momentum. The interference grows in strength as the hold time increases and the system relaxes from the quench, reaching a peak at ∼ 10 ms. This supports our interpretation, as at longer times the system nears equilibrium, domains have formed and there is no remnant population at zero momentum. Because our three dimensional condensate is thicker than the depth of focus of the imaging system, we lack the resolution to detect interference at 2k * . We also note that the interference is weaker for in situ images compared with those taken at 5 ms TOF. This suggests that as the condensate begins to relax toward the two minima, it has already begun to break up in real space to reduce density corrugation. With a time-of-flight image, the domains pass over one and other, allowing us to visualize the quantum inference more clearly.
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